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Microbial Ecology: Finding Structure
in the Rare Biosphere
Protists (unicellular eukaryotes) play important roles in marine ecosystems but
are tremendously diverse and many remain uncharacterized. Deep-sequencing
of a universal marker gene has helped resolve community composition
patterns among rare and abundant protistan sequence groups in coastal
European waters.

Charles Bachy1
and Alexandra Z. Worden1,2,*
Understanding organismal diversity
and its role in ecosystem stability is
a long-standing pursuit of the
ecological sciences. No matter the
domain of life — archaea, bacteria,
or eukaryotes — or nature of the taxa
under study — unicellular or
multicellular — the grail is to connect
diversity and relative abundance
(i.e., community composition) with
functional ecology. Of course,
methods used between the macroand microbial ecology research
domains are different. In
macroecology, diversity can generally
be assessed using morphological
characteristics and connection to
ecosystem roles is readily apparent.
In microbial ecology, diversity
assessments are almost entirely
dependent on molecular signatures,
e.g., nucleic acid sequences derived
from the ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene
present in all cellular life. This is
because morphological features can
be inconsistent across evolutionary
relationships, or lacking, and thus are
not necessarily valuable indicators of

microbial diversity [1]. Hence, we
move from tangible differences in
community structure to a world
defined by phylogenetic analyses or
clustered sequence similarity groups
(operational taxonomic units, OTUs)
[2]. A new study by Logares et al. [3]
reported in this issue of Current
Biology describes patterns that
emerge when marine microbial
eukaryotic communities are parsed
along the lines of rare and abundant
OTUs and compared across European
coastal sites.
Increasing attention has been
placed on understanding the
properties of rare versus abundant
components of microbial
communities. Even a rocket scientist
will see value in studying the abundant
members of a community — in
protistan communities these are often
photosynthetic organisms — with
some taxa having unique features that
allow their blooms to be discriminated
from space [4]. What is meant by the
terms ‘abundant’ or ‘rare’ is of course
subjective. Typically ‘rare species’ are
defined as belonging to the long tail in
rank-abundance curves used to depict
diversity and often termed ‘the rare
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biosphere’ [5,6]. The blossoming of
rare biosphere research is directly
linked to the advent of
high-throughput gene marker
sequencing, referred to as tag or
bar-coded sequencing [6,7]. Until
these methods were available it was
difficult to study the rare biosphere.
While we could get hints of which taxa
were rare, we could not explore them
with statistical rigor. Hence, cross-site
comparisons held little meaning
because the results could simply
reflect under-sampling, where the
chance of getting any particular rare
sequence is random, not significant.
Deep-sequencing has changed this
ball game and investigators can now
assess diversity, as well as the rare
biosphere, with greater power.
Why is exploration of the rare
biosphere important? We still do not
know the extent to which taxa in the
rare biosphere play significant roles in
community function. This is important
because one proposed characteristic
of these communities is that they
contain considerable functional
redundancy, i.e., overlapping
ecosystem functions or niches. Such
‘redundancy’ is perceived by some as
a security net for inevitable extinctions
or the demise of taxa — although this
topic requires a much bigger debate
than can be taken on in 1,200 words.
It is hypothesized that rare eukaryotic
microbes can become dominant
under changing environmental
conditions and that the functional
redundancy (theoretically) represented
by these taxa allows biogeochemical
processes to be maintained even
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under dramatic perturbations [8]. With
climate-change-induced perturbations
looming it would be good to know
whether the rare biosphere does
indeed provide such a stabilizing
force. Of course some rare taxa may
not become dominant, but could
still have key, as yet unrecognized,
ecological roles in microbial
communities — akin to keystone
species. Understanding these
organisms and their phenotypes will
be critical for determining the abiotic
and biotic factors that shape
community composition.
The considerable nature of the rare
biosphere was first highlighted for
prokaryotes [5,6]. Bacterial diversity
surveys then demonstrated rare taxa
could become dominant under
favorable conditions, leading to the
term ‘seed bank’ as a descriptor
for these microbes [9]. Of course
alongside these reports came
studies on inflation of the rare
biosphere caused by higher
sequencing error rates (inherent to
some deep-sequencing platforms)
and short sequences. These studies
provide methods to minimize
artefactual diversity [10,11] and
discuss advantages of phylogenetic
approaches over OTU analyses [7,12].
With time, sequence numbers become
larger and larger, and in spite of more
stringent quality control filtering steps,
there is still potential overestimation
of rare species. Nevertheless, the
presence of an immense number of
rare protistan sequences in each
sample investigated is now well
documented [13–15]. However,
community structure and the
relationship between rare and
abundant OTUs is not well understood.
Logares et al. [3] move the field
forward by comparing marine
communities in samples from six
European coastal locations. They start
with close to six million sequences
derived from RNA (converted to cDNA)
in addition to sequences sampled
directly from DNA. The sequences
come from 23 surface water samples
that represent three cell-size fractions
sampled at each of the six sites (two
sites were sampled twice). The sites
span a broad range of temperatures
(10 to 23 C) and salinities (16 to 38).
Together the samples are analyzed as
regional (all 6 sites combined) versus
local (geographic sites as far north
and south as Oslo and Naples,
respectively, as well as the Black Sea)

and comparisons are made between
OTUs categorized as locally abundant
(>1%) or rare (<0.01%), or regionally
abundant (>0.1%) or rare (<0.001). The
size and breadth of the study offers a
unique point of view on ecological
patterns. Abundant sub-communities
appear to be structured by cell size
while the rare sub-communities are
grouped by geographical location.
These observations can be further
tested with improved replication, use
of a spectrum of PCR primers, and
attention to how rRNA operon copy
number varies between taxa (an
under-investigated but hugely
important source of variation and
artefacts when grouping OTUs).
Furthermore, Logares et al. [3] found
that up to 30% of sequences per
sample belonged to neither the rare
nor abundant categories. Who and
what functions does this significant
intermediate fraction of the community
represent? Are these microbes stable
intermediates or in ‘transition’
between rate and abundant forms?
Greater spatial–temporal resolution
(estimates provided were that 64 to
67% of OTUs in the European
coastal region were sampled) will
help answer these questions and
ensure patterns seen for rare
sub-communities do not result
from under-sampling issues.
Importantly, Logares et al. [3] provide
evidence for a dramatic divergence
between prokaryotic and eukaryotic
microbes in terms of ribosomal activity
levels within the rare biosphere. For
prokaryotes, some OTUs seen using
DNA are less frequently detected using
transcripts, suggesting dormancy [9].
Less is known for eukaryotes, but a
study of two lakes showed dormancy
was more important in shaping
bacterial than eukaryotic microbial
communities [16]. Using more than an
order of magnitude higher OTU
sampling, and a much more
comprehensive sample set, Logares
et al. [3] demonstrate a 1:1
correspondence in relative
abundances based on DNA:RNA.
This implicates the eukaryotic rare
biosphere as a ribosomally active suite
of organisms, potentially important to
ecosystem function in real-time, not
just when taxa manage to proliferate.
As Logares et al. highlight in their
introduction ‘‘.limited knowledge of
diversity and community structure
across space and time hinders our
understanding of the links between

microbial life and ecosystem
functioning’’ [3]. We now know
considerably more about spatial
patterns in diversity of microbial
eukaryotes in surface coastal waters.
But can rare today mean abundant
tomorrow? Transitions between the
rare and abundant realms are
influenced by the fourth dimension,
time, and related seasonal changes.
These patterns remain
ill-characterized, especially for the rare
biosphere. In freshwater environments,
protistan communities undergo
continual reassembly of abundant
species (and overall community
composition) with time, or associated
parameters, as a driver [17,18]. A great
part of the natural variability in
microbial communities, protistan and
prokaryotic alike, is associated with
temporal dynamics [19] in addition to
factors as simple as depth [20]. Thus,
defining the marine ‘rare biosphere’ will
require temporal resolution akin to that
performed in ‘time-series’ studies with
cruises at approximately monthly
intervals. Beyond issues of sampling
design, what is the link between the
incredible diversity of protists and
ecological function? Interestingly,
Logares et al. [3] do not mention the
name of a single organism in their
study; this is because bridging the gap
between an OTU and taxonomic or
phenotypic data is extremely difficult.
An OTU cannot necessarily be
considered representative of a single
functional role, or even to have a
defined trophic mode. Thus, unlike the
state of affairs for macroecology, the
significance of patterns in rare and
abundant communities will not speak
to ecosystem function, or resilience,
until functional roles are captured for
the great diversity of protistan taxa and
a robust mechanism is resolved for
assigning OTUs to biological and
ecological phenotypes.
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Protein Translocation: The Sec61/
SecYEG Translocon Caught in the Act
The Sec61/SecYEG complex mediates both the translocation of newly
synthesized proteins across the membrane and the integration of
transmembrane segments into the lipid bilayer. New cryo-electron microscopy
studies show ribosome–channel complexes in action and reveal their repertoire
of conformational states.
Martin Spiess
Biological membranes separate
cellular compartments, generating and
preserving concentration gradients
and electrical potentials. How are entire
polypeptides transported across or
inserted into membranes while
maintaining the barrier? This task is
accomplished by a conserved
protein-conducting channel — the
SecYEG complex at the plasma
membrane of prokaryotes, or the Sec61
translocon at the endoplasmic
reticulum of eukaryotes [1,2].
Ribosomes translating secretory or
membrane proteins are targeted to
the translocon by signal peptides.
Hydrophilic sequences are threaded
through a polar channel, while apolar
transmembrane (TM) segments stop
further translocation and are laterally

released into the lipid bilayer. From
extensive biochemical analyses and
crystal structures of the closed, idle
translocon, a general picture of these
dynamic processes has been pieced
together. Two new studies [3,4] now
show cryo-electron microscopy (EM)
structures of translocons in action,
arrested either at the point of signal
sequence insertion, polypeptide
translocation, or transmembrane
segment integration, letting us watch
the translocon at work more directly
than ever. This work confirms that the
picture that emerged from previous
biochemical data is encouragingly
accurate.
As a hydrophobic signal sequence
emerges from the translating ribosome,
it is bound by the signal recognition
particle (SRP) and targeted to SRP
receptors in the membrane. The
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ribosome binds to cytosolic loops of
the translocon, whereupon the signal
sequence mediates pore opening
and initiates transfer of the growing
polypeptide from the ribosome through
the channel. Hydrophobic segments
trigger lateral opening of the channel
and integrate into the membrane as TM
segments. Exactly how these steps
work mechanistically is not known.
The translocon is composed of
subunits SecY, E, and G in bacteria with
ten, one, and one or two TM domains,
respectively, corresponding to Sec61a,
g, and b in eukaryotes [1]. The first
crystal structure of an idle translocon,
from Methanocaldococcus jannaschii
10 years ago [5], changed the view of
the translocation pore dramatically.
Rather than an oligomer of several Sec
complexes forming a wide water-filled
channel, it was found to be a compact
helix bundle of a single heterotrimer
with the potential to open a narrow pore
(Figure 1A). The ten TM segments of
SecY form an hourglass shape with an
empty vestibule on the cytosolic side
and a lumenal cavity occupied by a
short hydrophobic helix — the
so-called plug. The two cavities are
separated by a central constriction of
six apolar amino acid side chains.
SecY appears to be composed of two

